NEWS FROM THE GA ACP

Rooms at Callaway ARE available

The reservation phone number is **866-348-9113**. Reservations can also be made online. If you or a colleague have any difficulty making a reservation or accessing the reservation department at Callaway below are two contact numbers for management there:

Victor Stegall 770-371-8673  
Pat Horan 706-663-2281

[View Callaway and rooming options](#)

Hotel Reservations: American College of Physicians-Georgia Chapter (GAACP)  
[Click Here to Register to Attend the Meeting](#)

2018 GEORGIA CHAPTER SCIENTIFIC MEETING  
CALLAWAY GARDENS – PINE MOUNTAIN, GEORGIA  
Oct. 12-14

*Fostering Excellence in Internal Medicine*

This live activity has been designated for 20 CME credits and 16 MOC points. View the full schedule and other meeting details [here](#).

**2018 Meeting Clinical Topics:** Geriatrics; Pearls for the Care of the Older Patient  
Ambulatory & Hospital Medicine Tracks  
Inflammatory Bowel Disease Update  
Cancer Screening Triad  
Epidemic of Opioid-Use Disorder  
Hepatitis C for Primary Care Physicians  
SEP MOC Modules 2018  
Chronic Kidney Disease  
Management of COPD and COPD Exacerbations  
Coding and Documentation  
Behavioral Health; Agitation Psychosis  
Integrating Physician Extenders in Practice  
Palliative Care
Leadership opportunity!

Envision Physician Services is hiring for Hospitalist at Memorial Satilla Health in Waycross, GA. Come join our team of exceptional hospitalists today!

How Georgia's next governor can make quick progress in improving health: Part 1

Based on factors such as fiscal soundness, growth in investment capital and infrastructure, and workforce capabilities, recent surveys have ranked Georgia as a top state for business. Conspicuously absent from these survey criteria has been the state’s relatively poor standing in terms of health, a key driver of productivity, which has been linked to business financial performance. READ MORE